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1 
Executive Summary 
 
 
WeSolv is an innovative technology platform with a driven mission to 
advance equity in the career hiring field. WeSolv works with companies from 
Salesforce to Pinterest, to identify key skills companies prioritize for certain 
positions to create personalized Case Challenges for MBA students. These Case 
Challenges measure presentations, deliverables, and teamwork to see how 
students would actually perform in the job to ultimately reduce bias in the 
hiring process. The work completed for WeSolv includes in-depth research 
into partner universities to understand their methods of communication and 
to determine how we can precisely engage in building robust relationships. 
Furthermore, the largest portion of this internship centered around improving 
and reconstructing WeSolv’s social media. Firstly, a comprehensive review of 
WeSolv’s social media platforms was completed involving post analytics to 
establish the effectiveness of certain color schemes and framing. Next, a 
strategy involving data, appropriate company messaging, and market analysis 
was implemented incorporating all suggestions curated in the previous step. 
The calendar marketing strategy utilized scheduling tactics to implement a 
successful plan that was kept updated on a weekly basis to account for current 
events necessary to address. Finally, this project required proficiency in 
HootSuite, an automatic social media uploading service, which was put into 
practice and reset weekly on Wednesday.  
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Business Context 
Diversity is becoming an increasingly crucial aspect among all 
businesses. By creating an eclectic team of individuals, companies’ inclusivity 
is rewarded with unmatchable creativity that can only be created with a myriad 
of perspectives. In a Survey by Techstars, one of WeSolv’s partners and one of 
the leading startup accelerators, nearly 700 founders of tech startups claim 
diversity is connected to innovation. 81% of respondents state that diversity 
“enhances creativity and innovation”, 67% claim that diversity “improves 
problem-solving”, and 63% say that “a diverse workforce provides greater 
access to talent”. According to the University of Chicago Booth School of 
Business and Boston Consulting Groups, companies with above-average 
management diversity reported that 45% of annual revenue was innovation 
income in comparison with 26%  for companies with below-average 
management diversity. Although the benefits of having a diverse employee 
base are endless, only 10% of founders are taking action to improve diversity. 
Many CEOs claim it is difficult to find qualified applicants. WeSolv tackles the 
issue of finding candidates who will perform excellently in specific roles 
companies need to fill. As companies currently scan resumes for keywords or 
use behavioral interviews, it is difficult to see how individuals will truly 
perform in the job. WeSolv promotes diversity in companies by working with 
them to identify skills they hope for in an employee to build a Case Challenge 
that requires the exhibition of those skills through presentations or 
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deliverables. The Case Challenges are run through the WeSolv online platform 
that is simple to view and register for with a team. By focusing on 
performance-based hiring, WeSolv promotes diversity in an accessible and 
easy manner. I worked in the strategy department which focused on social 
media and marketing to improve the existing foundations.  
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Business Project Description 
 
To complement WeSolv’s work, I was on boarded as a Strategy and 
Media Junior Intern. During my weekly I-Day trips, I began by working on 
smaller, daily projects. One of my more major daily projects was the External 
Case Competition Compilation. I worked to discover competitor case 
challenges for MBA students. Case competitions are usually large events that 
bring students across the country to solve an issue for a business, the winner 
usually gaining a monetary or experiential award. 
 
Image 1. This image includes a snapshot of the External Case Competition Compilation 
spreadsheet  
The purpose of this project was two-fold: to gain competitor insight and 
also to add a new feature to our website. As a start-up, offering as much value 
as possible to users is crucial. The spreadsheet compiled over ninety national 
competitions including contact personnel so WeSolv can begin outreach for 
potential collaborations on the WeSolv platform.  
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Image 2. This image shows the remaining columns of the Case Challenge Compilation.  
Although smaller projects required a few weeks, my major project 
required several months. As a strategy junior intern, my main project worked 
on building a rigorous foundation 
for marketing, specifically in the 
social media sector.  Firstly, I 
reviewed all of the startup’s 
social media, putting together a 
comprehensive review analyzing 
the business’s choice of color, 
font, image-to-word balance, 
and framing. I also compared WeSolv with competitors utilizing similar 
messaging tactics including Jopwell, the National Black MBA Association, and 
The Consortium. Next, I placed my analysis into action by creating a tentative 
plan involving pointed critiques and suggestions from my review. After 
approval from the CEO, I moved into creating a Communication Calendar: a 
marketing calendar meant to map out the year. Here I listed a year outlook, 
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including special events and weekly postings. 
With the CEO I established two weekly 
postings: Monday for Motivation Monday and 
Wednesday for WeSolver Spotlights. 
Motivation Monday rotated from an 
inspirational quote, a current news snippet, to 
an image of a relevant figure. The purpose of 
Motivation Monday was to engage new 
students to our website so we published these posts on Twitter, Instagram, and 
Facebook. WeSolver Spotlights highlighted top performers or winning teams 
from previous WeSolver Case Challenges and included headshots of the 
participants and a testimonial. These 
posts highlight the value of WeSolv to 
students, companies, and investors 
and are thus posted on LinkedIn, 
Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook. The 
special event postings mainly 
surrounded national months and days 
such as Black History Month. If the 
post corresponded to a specific day, 
like Earth Day, it would be posted then, 
but if it was for Women’s History Month, I created a set of posts to be posted 
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every Saturday for the entire month. After creating a rough outline, each week I 
created the posts for the next week and scheduled them for posting. In this 
process, I learned how to use Hootsuite, a scheduled uploading platform, to 
upload posts on days I did not have my internship and executed its use weekly. 
 
Image 2. A snapshot of the Hootsuite Platform with some of our previous postings.  
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Business Project Research 
 
Questions 
During this internship, business research was an essential part. My main 
questions were as follows: 
1. How can I understand the official messaging desired by the company? 
2. How do competitors execute similar messaging?  
3. What is the ultimate goal of my social media project? 
 
Methods 
To discover the answers to these hefty questions, I first worked to do primary 
research with Stella Ashaolu, WeSolv’s CEO. She shared messaging guides put 
together by previous marketing employees with me. In an interview about the 
messaging, she also shared with me her own personal views of how the 
postings should reflect the aware, cool, and casual yet professional-feeling of 
the brand itself. I then reviewed outside articles about how to put together 
marketing campaigns. However, I mainly utilized primary research for this 
internship as my goals were company-focused.  
 
Insights 
From my primary research, I learned that I should maintain an extremely 
casual tone in my postings and make users feel like our company is accessible. I 
also learned that LinkedIn was a platform to be used to connect with 
companies and the remaining social media could be used to attract students, 
due to user proportionality. The only outside article I read was from Hootsuite, 
the automatic uploading platform, to learn how to create a social media 
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campaign. Here I learned how to start a Comms Calendar with all the necessary 
units to ensure success.   
Limitations 
My major limitation in completing this project was user outreach. In reality, 
the posts for WeSolv received fewer interactions with customers than other 
institutions as it was difficult to reach them only through social media. 
Platforms like Jopwell were able to gain users by holding workshops, speaker 
events, and outreach booths to have people follow their social media accounts. 
Their exponential growth was not correlated by solely their marketing strategy 
but by their outreach amongst all sectors. I think communications in general is 
an area WeSolv should tackle in conjunction with Social Media, which I know is 
possible with a recent new addition to the team.  
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Key Project Learnings, Takeaways, and Recommendations   
Learnings and Takeaways  
In this internship, I learned the fundamentals of performing a Social Media 
review. I learned how to perform competitor analysis and apply it to your own 
strategy, and that every word in a caption can matter. I further developed my 
skills in building a communication calendar in a new sector and how to use 
images efficiently. Now, I am proficient in Hootsuite and automatic uploading. 
Furthermore, I learned the importance of summarizing progress to your 
business mentor in a cohesive and comprehensive manner, and how 
organization can assist this immensely.  
Recommendations  
My internship at WeSolv was extremely rewarding and my main suggestion 
would be to give employees all materials at the start of major projects. In terms 
of interns, have each individual choose a sector they are interested in or are 
required to be specialized and ensure they have all materials related to that 
area. In my experience, I did not receive all of the several messaging guides 
WeSolv had at the start so I was receiving conflicting information regarding 
fonts, logos, platforms and specific colors throughout time. It would have been 
much more efficient if I was given all of the messaging guides upfront, 
discussed the merit of specific elements, and continued the same messaging 
throughout my postings.   
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Appendices 
● Please check Imblaze for my weekly attendance  
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